
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

 Hospital
Min Age: 18 months

Caring,, people, helping, doctors, getting better, 
emergency

Pretend hospital with figures and accessories for 
hospital play

0353 *T0353*

Animal Hospital
Min Age: 3 years

Vet, animals, caring. Hospital, ambulance

Animal hospital set with ambulance, vet and dog

0577 *T0577*

Small World

Autoway Village
Min Age:

wooden, roads, village, cars, houses, signs, 
streets, moving

Wooden roads, houses and mat which with all 
the accessories make this large set a great basis 
for imaginative play

0129 *T0129*

Bread Basket
Min Age: 3 years

bread, pretend, role play, shops

Every type of bread from around the world all 
reaslistically represented in a basket with a long 
shelf life

0118 *T0118*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Brio Freight Yard Set
Min Age:

construction, design, trains, transport, bridges, 
crane, crossings

Well made wooden construction set with track 
and trains to build and design lots of layouts as 
well as cranes and trucks with unloading the 
cargo

0588 *T0588*

Castle
Min Age: 3 years

knights, castle, medieval, imagination, fighting

Castle with lots of accessories including soldiers, 
cart and flags for imaginative fun

0276 *T0276*

Small World

Castle with towers
Min Age: 3 years

castle, turrets, drawbridge, towers, imaginative

Castle with people and accessories to support 
imaginative play whether dragons, soldiers, 
princesses or knights.

0543 *T0543*

Chicco Bear Garage
Min Age: 3 years

Cars, shapes, colours

Garage with different levels and activities and 
lots of bears and their cars. Chunky parts which 
are great for little hands

0562 *T0562*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Country Life
Min Age: 5 years

farm, wooden, basemat, animals, pretend

Wooden small country world set with animals, 
fields, trees and farming accessories.

0097 *T0097*

Dino Adventure Set
Min Age: 3 years

construction, dinosaurs, adventure, imagination, 
truck

Dino track which can be put together how you 
like. Vehicles drive themselves around the 
completed track in search of dinosaurs

0302 *T0302*

Small World

Family House
Min Age: 2.5 years

house, family, people, furniture, imaginative, 
home

House with furniture and people for imaginative 
fun

0567 *T0567*

Fisher Price Aeroplane
Min Age: 2 years

People, airport, imaginative play, holidays, flying, 
transport

Aeroplane with passengers. Use when going on 
holiday or talking about transport. Great to 
develop imaginative play

0551 *T0551*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Fisher Price Little People Bus
Min Age: 2.5 years

Transport, movement, Bus Driver, passengers, 
journeys

Bright red bus with passengers and driver. 
Chunky pieces so great for little hands and 
supports imaginative play and language 
development

0564 *T0564*

Fisher Price My Little Stable
Min Age: 2 years

Horses, stable, little people, sounds, imaginary

Small set with horses and stable which has 
sounds and accessories for lots of opportunity 
for imaginative play

0624 *T0624*

Small World

Fisher Price Noah's Ark
Min Age: 12 months

Noah, animals, religion, boat, imaginative

Fisher Price Little People Noah's Ark with pairs 
of animals and Noah for imaginative fun on a 
small scale

0229 *T0229* 0367 *T0367*

Fisher Price Railway
Min Age: 12 months

train, houses, people, social, moving,

Fisher Price Little People town with railway and 
lots of accessories together with your 
imagination can provide hours of fun

0227 *T0227*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Flag pirate ship
Min Age: 2 years

Pirate ship, cannons, pirates, flag

Pirate ship with lots of accessories which is great 
to help develop imaginative play

0461 *T0461*

Giant Noah's Ark
Min Age: 3 years

Noah, religion, wooden, animals, boat, group, 
social

63 pieces

0225 *T0225*

Small World

Happyland Emergency Services
Min Age: 18 months

fire ,police, noise, people, ELC ,Happyland, 
helping other people

0032 *T0032*

Happyland Farm set
Min Age: 2 years

Fun down on the farm with the farmer and 
animals

A Happyland set with farmer, animals and farm 
building which can be played with on it's own or 
with other Happyland sets. There is also a 
Happyland playmat available

0638 *T0638*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Happyland Hospital
Min Age: 2 years

caring, hospital, nurses, doctors, helping

Happyland hospital with nurses and doctors and 
the building for all the treatment to take place in

0113 *T0113*

Happyland House
Min Age: 2 years

house, furniture, people, pretend

Happyland House with all contents and people 
for imaginative home play

0067 *T0067*

Small World

Happyland Thatched Cottage
Min Age: 2 years

thatched cottage, house, people, 
village,imaginative

Happyland thatched cottage with lots of 
imaginative play value with figures, opening 
windows and doors and a car

0034 *T0034*

Happyland Village
Min Age: 3 years

People, shops, village, telephone box, vehicles

Post office, two shops, telephone kiosk and 
people and vehicles. Use on their own as a set 
or put together with other Happyland sets to 
make a village.

0457 *T0457*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

James goes Buzz Buzz
Min Age: 2 years

train, Thomas, wooden, moving, imaginative

Wooden track which can be fitted together in 
different ways and then the trains can be moved 
around on the track

0238 *T0238*

Large Noah's Ark
Min Age: 3 years

animals, religious, wooden, pretend, imaginative

Large scale wooden Noah's Ark filled with pairs 
of animals, Noah and a dove

0094 *T0094*

Small World

Light and Sound Fire Engine
Min Age: 12 months

Fire engine, helping, wheels, water, ladder

Chunky fire engine with driver, moveable ladder 
and opportunity for imaginative play

0025 *T0025*

Little People Castle
Min Age: 2 years

Imaginative play, castle with towers, balcony, 
king, queen, noise, drawbridge, horse

Fisher Price Castle with little people, drawbridge, 
towers and accessories for lots of imaginative fun

0566 *T0566*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Little People House
Min Age: 12 months

House, home, pretend, people, families, garden, 
beds, table, chairs

House, people and furniture provide hours of 
home play

0344 *T0344* 0492 *T0492*

Little People Noah's Ark
Min Age: 12 months

Animals, ark, religion, imaginative play, people

Fisher Price Little People set with Noah's Ark, 
Noah and animals. Imaginative hours of play and 
great for developing language and story telling.

0606 *T0606*

Small World

Little People Stable
Min Age: 12 months

Fisher price, stable, horse, feeding, animals, 
imaginative

Great set with sounds of animals drinking and 
eating. Comes with horses and trailer all good to 
inspire imaginative play

0033 *T0033* 0491 *T0491*

Little People Town
Min Age: 12 months

Train, people, station, playground, crossing, 
imaginative play

Fisher Price Little People train and track with 
station, crossing and playground. Comes with 
lots of different sounds, people and accessories 
all of which are great for imaginative play.

0594 *T0594* 0670 *T0670*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Little Pirate Ship
Min Age: 2 years

pirate ship,people,Fisher Price, parrot, transport, 
treasure chest, cannon

Fisher Price pirate ship with lots of extras for 
great imaginative play value. Pirates, a cannon, 
parrot, treasure, a crows nest and sails

0040 *T0040*

Little Tikes Noah's Ark
Min Age: 2 years

Ark, noah, boat, animals, religion, imagination

People and animals plus the ark make this a 
great set for imaginative play

0263 *T0263*

Small World

Marina Play set
Min Age: 5 years

wooden, houses, boats, harbour R22

Wooden marina with printed mat as base for 
wooden boats, houses, pier and lighthouse, Use 
your imagination to create the layout

0100 *T0100*

Pirate Ship
Min Age: 3 years

pirate ship,Tomy,people,pirate, R022

Tomy pirate ship with lots of accessories 
inclduing pirates, parrot, cannon and treasure 
chest in hidden compartment

0046 *T0046* 0114 *T0114*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Planes and helicopters
Min Age: 3 years

Selection of aeroplanes and helicopters for 
airport fun and games

Selection of planes and helicopters for great 
airport fun and games. Goes well with the sirport 
floor mats.

0660 *T0660*

Play Family House
Min Age: 18 months

Fisher Price, House, people, girls, pretend, 
furnture, imaginative play, caring

Fisher price house with furniture and people. 
Great for imaginative play, homes and 
understanding of place

0049 *T0049*

Small World

Road Playmat
Min Age: 3 years

Mat for small world play

Set of 6 road mats which when put together form 
a good raod layout for toy cars and vehicles

0530 *T0530*

Run Around Town
Min Age: 6 months

Fisher Price Run around town cars

Chunky toy with cars that move around in 
different ways

0023 *T0023*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Shapes and Sounds Castle
Min Age: 18 months

Castle, sounds, animals

Castle with different activities including posting 
with shapes which generate different sounds

0342 *T0342*

Space Station
Min Age:

Imaginative play, space, rocket, shuttle, explorer 
vehicle

Fabulous set with space station, lunar buggy, 
rocket and lots of accessories.

0573 *T0573*

Small World

Thomas Playmat
Min Age: 3 years

Mat, Thomas, small world, imaginative, 
construction

Thomas Playmat suitable for any small world 
play but designed to accompany the popular 
Thomas train with plenty of room for track and 
trains

0062 *T0062*

Thomas Playset
Min Age: 6 months

Thomas, train, Cranky crane, the fat controller, 
carriage, communication

First Thomas train with carriage, the Fat 
Controller and Cranky crane. All chunky and 
easy to hold for little fingers.

0013 *T0013*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Thomas Pop out shed
Min Age: 12 months

Thomas, trains, pushing

Chunky first Thomas toy with shed. Different 
buttons do different things. Great for developing 
language

0258 *T0258*

Tomy Pirate Ship
Min Age: 2 years

Tomy, Pirate ship, cannons, pirates, treasure

Pirate ship with different accessories including 
pirates, parrot, treasure chest and flag

0092 *T0092*

Small World

Tractor Ted
Min Age:

Animals, farm, tractor, farmer, trailer, imaginative

14 pieces

0382 *T0382*

Weebles Ambulance
Min Age: 3 years

Helping, imaginary, doctors, pretend, stretcher

Ambulance with three weebles; great for 
imaginative play

0495 *T0495*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Small World

Weebles Fire Truck
Min Age: 12 months

fire engine, Playskool, weebles, ladder, pretend

Fire truck with ladder and figures for 
encouraging imaginative play.

0028 *T0028* 0352 *T0352*
0426 *T0426*

Wooden Noah's Ark
Min Age: 2 years

wooden, animals, religion, natural, posting, 
sorting, colours, communication

Small wooden Noah's ark with animals and steps 
for them to get into the ark. Great for stimulating 
discussion

0109 *T0109*

Small World

Wooden Stable
Min Age:

Horses, stable, wooden, wider world

Wooden stable that needs to be built before the 
horses are allowed inside

0384 *T0384*

Zoom Football Game
Min Age:

football, goals, people, ball

Large felt mat with football pitch marked out and 
all the equipment and people required for a full 
scale match. Great for imaginative play

0066 *T0066*
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